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INTRODUCTION TO LAKE GROVE JOB SEEKERS
Welcome !
We are pleased to work with you as you pursue your next job or career opportunity.
Led by business professionals (“Mentors”) with years of experience, Lake Grove Job Seekers
(LGJS) is a program dedicated to helping you find a job or change careers. In existence formally
since 2004, the program leverages the diversity of experience offered by Mentors from a variety
of backgrounds who volunteer their time to help Job Seekers. It is offered at no charge and is
open to anyone seeking assistance finding a job, a new career, or exploring the option of
something other than a “9 to 5” job.
Most successful Job Seekers work very hard to find a job or navigate a career change. Working
through the process requires diligence, persistence, faith, knowing when and how to ask for help,
and taking care of yourself. In addition to educating and supporting Job Seekers in the “nuts and
bolts” of how to land a new job, we also invite career counselors, psychologists, and motivational
speakers to help you learn ways to stay emotionally and physically healthy, as well as motivated,
through what can be an anxious time.
The rest of this packet covers more information about the Job Seekers program.
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PROGRAM COMPONENTS
The main components of the Job Seekers program are:
Meetings

Weekly
Meetings

Orientation

• Meetings begin promptly at 8:30am and typically conclude at 10:30am.
• Format: Kick off and housekeeping, followed by invited speakers or
mentors who speak on all aspects of the job search process and strategies
for staying engaged and motivated.
• Attendance is recommended, but optional. All are invited.
• These are 2 additional Orientation meetings which cover basic, fundamental
material to get started in the program.
• Job Seekers must attend both Orientation meetings only if you want to be
assigned a mentor. They are not required if you only want to attend weekly
meetings.
• Orientation meetings start immediately after the regular Monday Job
Seeker meeting, typically at 10:30am, and conclude by 12pm. We will start
early if the regular Monday meeting ends early.

Mentoring
• Mentors volunteer their time to assist job seekers in an atmosphere of
mutual respect, support, and professionalism.
• You must sign our Job Seeker Guidelines indicating your understanding of our
program expectations and guidelines if you wish to be assigned a mentor.
1-1
Scan or take a photo and send to info@jobseekerslo.org .
Coaching
and
• Mentors are assigned to job seekers after the Orientation sessions
Mentoring
conclude. Your mentor will contact you directly.
• Please note: Occasionally we have limited mentor availability. In these
cases, we may ask you to participate in a small mentor-led group until we
can assign you an individual mentor.
Online Resources
• Our website: www.lakegrovejobseekers.org
Job Seeker
• The website contains a wealth of information relevant to the job search or
Website
career transition process, our calendar of upcoming events, and more.
• Name: Lake Grove Job Seekers Connect Group
LinkedIn
Group
• This is a private group, open only to Lake Grove Job Seekers.
Lake Grove Presbyterian Church
• The pastors at LGPC may be able to offer additional counseling or referrals
Additional
for issues outside the scope of the Job Seekers Program. Your mentor will
Support
help you get in touch with the right person.
Lake Grove Job Seekers is open to all. There is no fee for any of our services.
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JOB SEARCH AND CAREER TRANSITION PROCESS
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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR JOB SEEKERS
There are two important online resources used at Job Seekers.
1. Job Seekers Website

This website (http://www.lakegrovejobseekers.org/) is available only to Job Seekers. Here you
find our weekly calendar of speakers, content made available to Job Seekers from previous
speakers, and a wealth of curated content related to a job search or career transition.
To create an account: Go to http://www.lakegrovejobseekers.org/and click on “REGISTER”
(upper right- hand corner.) Once you complete your registration information, you will receive a
notice that your account is “pending.”

The website administrator will approve your registration request within 24-48 hours. You will
receive an email to log in when your registration is approved.
NOTE: Do not try log in before approval. If you do, you will receive an error
message saying your username is already being used.
You must get access to the website in order to complete your homework.
2. LinkedIn Group (“Lake Grove Job Seekers Connect Group”).

LinkedIn is a critical tool for any job search and it is regularly used by employers and recruiters.
Ours is a private group, open to Job Seekers only, which we use as a communication and sharing
vehicle. It is available for all Job Seekers to use to communicate with one another – e.g., post a
job opening or relevant article, ask a question, or respond to another post. Here you will also find
information about next week’s Job Seeker’s meeting, including any meeting cancellation notices
(e.g., in case of inclement weather.)
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To join the group: From your personal LinkedIn account, there are two ways to join:
a) Enter “Lake Grove Job Seekers Connect Group” in the SEARCH bar, and select

“Lake Grove Job Seekers Connect Group” in the pull down.

b) Navigate to https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13519405/ and REQUEST to join.

Reminder: Download the LinkedIn app on your phone and make sure notifications from LinkedIn are
turned “ON” so you always see the latest posts.
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Where to Find the Orientation Materials
Once you’ve registered and received confirmation that your account is set up on
www.lakegrovejobseekers.org, your first assignment is to download (and print if desired) the
Orientation packets and a copy of the Job Seekers Guidelines.
To find the Orientation Materials: Select “Getting Started” from the Job Search Process pulldown menu.

Scroll down part way to find the Orientation Materials.

IMPORTANT

Remember to have all Orientation materials ready for subsequent Orientation meetings
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EXPECTATIONS OF THOSE WE MENTOR
Job Seeker Program

Three Traits of the Best Mentees

1. Commit to the mentoring process and the

“There is a strong case for everyone to
have mentors for guidance, feedback
and coaching in his or her professional
life. Rather than focus on what it takes
to be a great mentor, I want to talk
about what I think it takes to be a great
mentee.

ongoing extensive and reflective personal
work involved with a truly focused goal of
collaboration with your mentor to help
you help yourself get a job.
2. You are the driving force of the mentoring

relationship and must be responsible for
maintaining it. You cannot expect to
passively absorb all of the information and
resources that your mentor has to offer, so
you must be active in asking relevant
questions.
3. Be on time to the Monday group meetings

and individual mentor sessions and
actively participate in the dialogue. Try to
attend group meetings regularly, unless
you have an interview, informational
conversation, or job fair.
4. If you cannot attend a scheduled individual

session with your mentor, proactively let
him/her know in advance as soon as
possible.
5. Complete all mentor requested homework

prior to each session or let your mentor
know in advance that you are being
challenged by the homework assignment.
Either postpone the session until
homework is completed, or, at a
minimum, share progress and discuss any
questions you have about it.
6. When you have accepted a job offer, we

ask you to prepare a brief summary of the
“lessons learned” in your search to either
present personally (preferred) or through
your mentor.
7. Share updates with your mentor on your

progress, especially if you haven’t been
actively meeting.
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Being a great mentee takes work and if
you want to someday be a great mentor,
becoming a great mentee is great
practice.”
“The best mentees I’ve met have a very
clear plan for what they want to get out
of their relationship with a mentor.
They work with the mentor to set
expectations about how frequently
they’d like to touch base. They always
show up for mentor meetings with a
specific list of things that they’d like to
discuss and are efficient with time. And,
most importantly, they follow up later to
let the mentor know how things turned
out. Part of being a great mentee is
making your mentor feel like the time
and energy they are investing in helping
you is time well spent.”
“Finally, being a great mentee does not
mean blindly following the advice that
your mentor gives. A mentor’s
perspective is just that — his or her
perspective on the issue at hand.
Ultimately you as the mentee are
responsible for your own life and your
own decisions and you should treat you
mentor’s advice and input as one thing
to consider when weighing a decision.”
Source: Charles Hudson, Wall Street Journal
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JOB SEEKER GUIDELINES
Please print, sign, and return by Week 2 of Orientation, or, scan and email to info@jobseekerslo.org

These Guidelines are between the Job Seeker Program (Program) of Lake Grove Presbyterian Church
(LGPC) and the individual Seeker signed below. The mission of the Program is to: Help You Help
Yourself Get a Job.
A Mentor is a volunteer participant in the Program who wishes to assist and mentor Seekers in their
employment efforts. A Seeker is a voluntary participant in the Program who is asking for help to find
suitable employment. The parties to these Guidelines agree to the following:
1. Seeker should commit to the mentoring process of the Program. This includes ongoing, reflective
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

personal work with a focused goal of collaboration with your Mentor.
Seeker will be the driving force of the mentoring relationship and is responsible for maintaining that
relationship.
Seeker will keep all appointments with Mentor or notify Mentor in advance as soon as possible
should changes be needed.
Seeker should attend and participate in as many Monday Group Meetings as possible. Seeker
understands and gives consent to the fact that meetings may be recorded and posted to our website.
Seeker will complete Mentor‐requested homework in a timely fashion.
Seeker will provide to Mentor a timely status update on employment efforts.
When Seeker accepts a job offer, Seeker is encouraged to provide a brief summary of lessons learned
during the employment search to be personally presented at a Monday Group Meeting. Lessons
learned could also be provided to the Mentor for presentation to the group.
Seeker acknowledges that mentoring includes listening, supporting and encouraging by the Mentor.
Seeker acknowledges that Mentor will keep personal information confidential. Therefore, Seeker
agrees to share personal information necessary for the mentoring process. Nothing Seeker shares
will be disclosed to anyone outside the Program without specific consent from Seeker.
Seeker acknowledges that Mentors are trained volunteers who are not professional counselors,
therapists, pastors, physicians, lawyers or financial advisors.
Seeker acknowledges that Mentor provides services without any payment from anyone.
Seeker shall not socialize with any Mentor where not necessary to the purpose of the Program.
If Seeker has any questions or complaints about a Mentor, such should be directed to the Mentor
Advisory Committee for review.
If Seeker violates any of these Guidelines, the Program may terminate Seeker’s participation in
Program.
Seeker shall review, reaffirm and re‐sign these Guidelines after 12 months.
Seeker will honor your Mentor’s willingness to volunteer time and effort to help you help yourself
get a job by being a committed participant in the mentoring process.

Date

Job Seeker Name (print)

Mentor Signature

Job Seeker Signature
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HOMEWORK: CHANGE YOUR CAREER FUTURE BY LOOKING BACK
By Mac Pritchard, Mac’s List
You’ve come to a turning point in your career and your future is uncertain. You may know it’s
time for a change but are not sure how to go about it, or even what you really want. You have
a lingering feeling that whatever you’re doing right now just isn’t working, but in the midst of
uncertainty, finding direction can be difficult.
Steve Jobs famously said, “You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect
them looking backwards.” To move forward and create the career you want, you must look
back at the way you’ve come. To ignore what has come before is to ignore significant pieces of
who you are. Connecting the dots means evaluating your experiences and identifying patterns,
key threads and themes that can point you in the direction of your greatest success.
This can seem counterintuitive, especially when the common advice of “following your passion”
suggests that there is one perfect job out there for you, and it’s everything you’ve ever
dreamed of—you just have to find it. Instead of chasing an elusive concept, however, take time
to identify your strengths, understand your unique contributions and discover where you
thrive. Getting to know yourself, or as author, Elizabeth Gilbert puts it, following “your
curiosity,” is a critical step to setting clear and achievable goals for your future career. Here are
some key questions to ask yourself to identify your career goals.
When was the last time you felt a deep sense of accomplishment?
It doesn’t have to be work-related. Thinking outside of the professional world can be a strong
indicator of areas where you experience fulfillment. It could be when you organized a meet up
for other local soccer enthusiasts and fifty people showed up. Perhaps it was that sense of
invigoration when you mastered a complex piece of software. Looking even further back, were
some of your happiest times when you participated on the debate team in high school? Experts
say that activities in which you excel with relative ease are generally very good indications of
where your greatest strengths and abilities lie. Excelling in a debate forum might have indicated
your early love of public speaking and critical analysis, just as decoding software reveals you’re
a problem solver at your core. Take note of these underlying themes to identify what passions
are worth pursuing.
In what situations have you not thrived?
Identify specific times when you’ve felt most unfulfilled and ask why? A difficult relationship
with a co-worker may have been the greatest obstacle in your last job, not necessarily the task.
Did you dread working in an environment that wasn’t team focused? This indicates your best
work may come from when you’re engaging and brainstorming with others. Were you adept at
talent development but got pigeonholed early on and never found the time to explore other
skills you were really interested in? Identifying these instances can be crucial to distinguishing
between negative environmental factors and the types of job you thrive in.
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When did you take the most risks?
It is easy to settle in a career and embrace a certain level of comfort, doing the same job over
and over because it’s safe. Change the narrative and think back to a time when you were your
most confident and willing to take risks. This can reveal a core strength. When you started a
non-profit organization from your living-room, you were fearless. When you worked with a
dysfunctional team and saw them achieve greater cohesion, you had no doubt in your abilities.
Ask yourself what made you so confident and what gave you the security to take smart risks?
What do you care about?
Taking inventory of your life often reveals what is important to you. Decisions you have made
can mirror back to you what you care about and what values or principles have driven you thus
far. Now, decide what matters to you moving forward and write it out. Do you value working at
home with your family, having a great relationship with your coworkers or being able to bring
your dog to the office? It can also be as simple as deciding to pursue a healthier work/life
balance. Determining and prioritizing your values will help you make the right decisions for your
future.
What do others say?
We all need outside perspective to assist with feedback and provide us with new opportunities.
Consider getting help from a career coach who will ask you questions and offer insight that you
may never have considered. They can also provide a sounding board and reflect back what you
might have a hard time seeing. Looking back over your entire career with an objective party can
illuminate for you common “threads,” both positive or negative. They can help you decide what
is valuable to continue pursuing and what you need to let go. If a coach is not an option,
contact trusted former colleagues and life-long friends and ask them where they have seen you
the most energized and alive.
Becoming curious about your past is the first step to deciding the direction you want to go and
managing your career, not the other way around.
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HOMEWORK: JOB SEARCHING IN HINDSIGHT: SOME OBSERVATIONS
Career Horizons Blog (www.career-horizons.com)

While the career transition process can be a time of great growth and opportunity, there’s no
doubt that it also can be accompanied by a healthy amount of frustration, anxiety, and
confusion as well — particularly for those who haven’t faced the need to look for a new role in
quite a few years and may not quite know what to expect out there.
In light of this, I recently asked a successful client to share some of his thoughts, looking back,
at what he learned during the process of looking for a new assignment. While he’s been
comfortably employed for over a year now, it took him a considerable amount of time to find
his new position —with lots of ups and downs along the way — so granted, while his
experiences may not align perfectly with those of everybody else, I thought they were fairly
representative of the process and well worth sharing. Here’s what he had to say:
1. When going through the transition process, find and cherish at least one – preferably more

than one – person in your life you can trust, who will have your back, and will convey faith
in you and your ability to do great work. At some point, you’ll feel you’ve taken on the
world, and you want someone who’s ready to stand with you.
2. Being out of work will challenge your own perception of your self-worth. Face it, then kick it

to the curb. You’re not defined by your job or employment status. Society has that one all
wrong.
3. When you land your next job, it may be one that falls short of your best expectations. You

may feel you’re overqualified and/or underpaid. Chances are you’re right. Your objective
must be to bring something to the party that the employer or hiring manager didn’t expect,
hasn’t seen, or can’t do themselves. Figure out what that is and own it like a boss. It’s
critical to be known for something, even if it’s no guarantee of long-term success with that
employer. It’s part of building your own brand with your coworkers and employer – your
new target consumer.
4. Don’t be surprised if the full time position you apply for becomes a contract role while

you’re interviewing. If employers think they can demand to see “proof of concept” before
filling a role, they won’t hesitate. Even if it means missing out on the very best qualified
candidates.
5. The hiring process for many jobs takes entirely too long. Bad news: You may not make the

first cut even after a long wait. Good news: Competition for top candidates – hopefully
you’re one – is more fierce than it has been in a while. So, if you haven’t heard anything in a
while, check back. There’s a chance the employer missed out on their first choice(s) due to
the decision- making pace. Never hearing “no” means there’s still potential for success.
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6. Understand the old-school mentality that a series of positions of fewer than 3-4 years on

your resume signifies something wrong with a candidate. That’s unfortunate and
monumentally frustrating. And there’s no foolproof counterargument. But showing how
you’ve followed a game plan – even if it’s a bit unconventional – will sway naysayers on
occasion. Have your story, keep it concise, be proud of your choices, and suggest how it
enriches your capacity to bring success to your next, longer chapter of work
7. Interviewers aren’t trained to interview in most cases, so you need to prepare great

answers in response to some really awful interview questions. If it feels like you’re doing
the work for them, you’re right. You can’t afford not to.
8. You must show fit and the ability to fit in. It’s part of the focus on culture. My company’s

senior strategist says, “Culture eats strategy for breakfast.” Will it last? Who knows? But be
prepared to meet the fit issue now and for the next few years. Talk to someone inside the
company who can offer insights into the company’s personality.
9. Don’t be surprised if after a long period of unemployment or underemployment, finally

landing doesn’t offer a sense of relief. While having to job hunt doesn’t define you, the
frustrations, the near misses, the perceived slights (i.e. wrong age, too smart, too much
experience, and 100 other things) of a lengthy process may change you. If people around
you lose their job in your company, you may feel yourself waiting for the next shoe to drop.
You might feel yourself looking over your shoulder for the co-worker who’s now threatened
by you and your capabilities. Maybe you work later than others to more firmly establish
your value to the company. There may be a lingering sense of anxiety that you can’t shake
or identify. That may be your new normal. But…
10. You do, however, have some advantages. First, you know that stability can be fleeting and

complacency can kill you. You might therefore see things coming, internally, before the
folks with longer tenures do. Secondly, you’re going to find compassion for others who’ve
experienced similar job-finding challenges. You’ll know that great people like you are
waiting to prove themselves in a new role. You’ll give them the attention that others may
not have so readily given you. Your efforts in self-reflection will give you the upper hand in
conveying authenticity and that’s what people you work with are counting on and it’s
nothing anyone can fake.
11. Lastly, never stop following your passions and loves outside the office or workplace. You

need the rejuvenation. You deserve it. Don’t let yourself be defined completely by your
career or your job title.
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HOMEWORK: SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES
Our approach to finding a job or new career can be described as a series of steps to help structure
your thoughts and time, and best practice skills and guidelines for executing a successful job
search or career transition.
The first of these steps, self-assessment, is the foundation of your job search process. In this
step, you will re-discover your interests and core assets in order to focus on what you really want
to do and what you’re good at doing.
Purpose of Self-Assessments
Self-discovery and self-awareness are crucial to the job search and career transition process. Job
Seekers will be continuously reflecting on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are your life goals?
What are your passions?
What are you most proud of in your personal life and professional career?
Do you have any regrets?
Do you have a good understanding of your core assets, strengths, and weaknesses?
Do you understand what your transferable skills are?
Do you have an awareness of your approach to your work? Of your communication styles?
Do you know what sort of job, company, or industry you want to work in?
How do your previous bosses, colleagues, friends, and family describe you?

Why it matters
•
•
•
•

Understanding what you want sets the strategy for where and how you approach your job
search or career transition
Knowing what you want and don’t want helps you focus which makes you more efficient
A focus on your goals helps you recognize good opportunities and say no to poor options. It
also stops you from grasping for ‘anything’ and ending up unhappy or out of work again.
It helps ground your ability to explain yourself, your motivations, and your choices with
honesty and integrity

You will likely revisit the questions, “What do I really want in my next job or career move?” or “Is
this what I really want next?” several times. This is a normal part of the process. As you continue
to flesh out options for your future, you’ll be creating a better understanding of what they might
mean for you and your future. At times this knowledge will confirm what you thought, and at
other times it will make you question what you thought you wanted and perhaps make
adjustments. Regardless, having a direction, testing its viability, and then refining it, is all part of
the job search and career transition process.
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The homework exercises that follow are designed to help in the self-discovery and self-awareness
process. You will likely revisit this thinking many times during your job search or career transition
process.
1. 5x5x5 Lists

List in writing
• 5 elements of a job you would really like to have
• 5 elements of a job you would not want to have
• Up to 5 job titles or general job positions you would like to have
NOTE: This should be an iterative process, always asking yourself ‘why?
2. DARE Assessment

Complete the DARE Communication Style Assessment located on subsequent pages of this
handout and total the number of D’s, A’s, R’s and E’s you specified. The grand total should be 50.
You will learn what these values in Orientation Section 2 (but do not look ahead or your results
may be impacted.)
3. Transferrable Skills/Core Competencies

Using the checklist on the following pages, develop a prioritized list of your top 12-15 transferable
skills/core competencies - including your foundational three top competencies. Feel free to
others that may not be included on the checklist and/or change wording to better describe your
skills.
4. Optional: StrengthsFinder 2.0

If you wish to do so, take the “StrengthsFinder 2.0” from Gallup, by Tom
Rath. It can be found in hard copy format or online at
www.gallupstrengthscenter.com.
Do NOT buy a used copy. There is a one-time code provided with the book
that allows you to take the assessment.
There are two choices for your results: The “Top 5 CliftonStrengths” and the
“CliftonStrengths 34." You do NOT need to purchase the full report (CliftonStrengths 34). The
top 5, also called the “Signature Theme Report” are all you will likely use in this process. As of
this writing, the Top 5 report is $19.99 and the full CliftonStrengths 34 report is $49.99.
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ASSESSMENTS
DARE Communications Styles
Directions: Circle the word in each row that best describes you. Keep the “Attribute”
column covered as you complete the survey.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Column 1
kind
determined
not dependent
contemplating
adaptable
unselfish
eager
convincing
sweet
daring
critical
precise
cheerful
attentive
contented
affectionate
expressive
assertive
talkative
loyal
restless
jovial
cautious
eager
give in easily
calculating
easy on others
sympathetic
aggressive
cordial
take risks
firm
respectful
competitive
tenacious

Column 2
non-resisting
organized
soft-spoken
serving
concerned
responsive
willing
aggressive
stubborn
objective
bold
modest
like new ideas
friendly
trusting
outspoken
satisfied
conforming
controlled
social
popular
inquisitive
determined
accurate
lively
willing
organized
optimistic
easily fooled
restless
like involvement
calm
inspiring
joyful
gentle
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Column 3
confident
manageable
patient
joyful
emotional
stubborn
agreeable
disciplined
attractive
obedient
charming
enthusiastic
ready to do favors
forceful
peaceful
consistent
daring
kind
decisive
self-reliant
neighborly
logical
convincing
generous
don' t give up
talkative
powerful
persistent
indecisive
cautious
sincere
considerate
want to please
quiet
humble

Column 4
Attribute
respected
RADE
persuasive
DARE
fun-loving
DRAE
adventurous
ARED
like to disagree
ARED
strict
READ
funny & playful
DRAE
possessive
EDAR
avoid confrontation
RDEA
participative
DARE
loyal
ADER
direct
ARED
stick to decisions
EDRA
devout
REDA
positive
AERD
mild
EDAR
diplomatic
EADR
playful
DARE
systematic
ERDA
perfectionist
REDA
abide by rules
DERA
contented
EDAR
good natured
ADER
popular
DARE
well disciplined
REDA
leader
ARED
good mixer
RADE
exacting
REDA
life of the party
DRAE
earnest
EDAR
not extreme
DERA
carefree
DARE
willing to try new ideas AERD
agreeable
DEAR
creative
DRAE
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Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

36. Others see me as displaying:
accuracy
directness

dependability

enthusiasm

ADRE

37. Under pressure I feel the following:
need for logic
challenged

calm

smooth and poised

ADRE

38. I am known for my:
systematic approach self-reliance

generosity

positive attitude

ADRE

being criticized

being taken advantage
of

ERAD

direct

loyal

EADR

overly strict in my
interpretations

very subjective in my
description of things

DRAE

talking too much

procrastination

RDEA

given frank directions

EARD

is pleasant

DEAR

45. I feel good when I am:
listening to others
following an agenda giving directions

smooth and poised

RADE

46. Most people think of me as:
results oriented
a good talker

a good listener

a perfectionist

DERA

47. I think of myself as being:
cautious
optimistic

satisfied

impatient

AERD

48. When getting others to do things I:
want to be involved am patient

want quality

want action in a hurry

ERAD

49. I do my best when:
working in a group

doing what I am told following the rules

EDRA

helping others

RAED

39. My greatest fear is:
hurting others'
change
feelings
40. I like others who are:
friendly
accurate

Attribute

41. At times I may be:
blunt

slow to give
answers

42. I am sometimes accused of
being tentative
not listening

43. My greatest need is to be:
given time to adjust
with others
encouraged
to change
44. I function best in an environment that:
includes other
allows me autonomy
people

working by myself

50. I think of my life as:
an exercise in
a step by step
patience
process

Orientation Session 1 – Program Overview
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Scoring Instructions: Circle the letter in the last column that corresponds to the column number
of your response.
In this example, “confident” is in column 3, so you would circle “D,” which is in the 3rd position.
Similarly, “organized” is in column 2, so you would circle “A,” which is in the 2nd position.

1.
2.

Column 1
kind
determined

Column 2
non-resisting
organized

Column 3
confident
manageable

Column 4
respected
persuasive

Attribute
RADE
DARE

Complete each row in this way, circling the “Attribute” letter that corresponds to the column
number you selected. Then count the number of times you circled D, A, R, E and place your
totals below.

TOTALS
D

A

R

E

There are no right or wrong answers. The category with the highest number of responses
tends to be your dominant communication style.

Orientation Session 1 – Program Overview
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Transferable Skills Survey
Review this list below and check the top ~12-15 transferable skills or core competencies that best
describe you. Then summarize your top 4-5 overarching competencies. Feel free to change the
specific wording to reflect your specific situation and add additional others as appropriate.
____

Account planning and management

____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Accounting
Administering
Analysis including statistical tools
Brand management
Budget management
Business development
Business planning
Change management
Coaching
Collaboration

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____

____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Colleague support
Communications
Compensation and benefits development
and administration
Computer aided design/manufacturing
Conflict management
Conveying feelings
Coordinating
Counseling
Creating and maintaining databases
Creating and implementing new ideas

____
____
____
____

Cross-functional leadership
Customer-focused
Customer service including metrics
Data mining/data warehouse

____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____

Data modeling
Delegating
Diplomacy
Diversity
Effectively interviewing to gain further
insight
Editing
Education
Engineering (list specific area(s))
Enterprise software management
Negotiating including contracts

____
____
____
____
____

Learning, growing individual
Listening attentively
Logistics
Maintaining and expanding client
relationships
Marketing
Merchandising
Motivating
Multi-channel strategies
Multi-tasking

____
____
____
____
____

Negotiating including contracts
Office management
Operations management
Operations process improvements
Organizing

____
____
____
____
____
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____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Explaining simply and concisely complex
concepts
Extracting important information
Decision-making
Developing and evaluating strategies
Developing rapport
Facilitating
Financial Analysis
Flexibility
Following procedures
Forecasting
Foreign language (list with proficiency
such as reading, writing, speaking)
Gathering information
Grant writing
Hardware systems design and/or
installation
Human resources
Implementing
Individual responsibility
Interviewing
IT security and infrastructure
Leading
Lean thinking/lean manufacturing
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____
____
____
____
____
____

Organizational development
Payroll
Perceiving feelings and situations
Persuading
P&L management
Pragmatic

____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Presentations
Problem solving
Process design
Procurement
Product creation
Project management
Providing support for others
Quality control
Quality-focused
Quality management
Records maintenance
Relationship-building
Reporting
Research
Responsible

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____

Results-focus
Retail operations
Risk analysis and management
Sales planning
Search engine marketing

____
____
____
____

Selling ideas or products
Setting and meeting goals
Science (list specific area(s))
Six Sigma
Social media
Software design and/or implementation
(list specific area(s))
Speaking effectively
Statistical analysis
Strategic planning
Supply chain management
Systems analysis/management
Talent development
Teaching
Teamwork
Time management
Training design
Trainer
Trouble shooting
Workforce planning and staffing
Working independently
Writing and editing – concisely and
effectively
Other(s):
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Top Transferable Skills / Competencies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Orientation Session 1 – Program Overview
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HOMEWORK: SELF-ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

Name _________________________________

Put everything you’ve learned together in the Self-Assessment Summary Table.
WORD version available - From the “JOB SEARCH PROCESS” pull-down menu on the website: (1) Select “Getting Started” and look for the section labeled “Need to access the
Orientation materials?,” OR, (2) Select “Self-Assessment” and look for the “Putting It All Together” section.

Feel free to consider any/all of these categories: personal, job characteristics, company type or other company characteristics,
structure & pace of job, advancement opportunities, culture & values, work-life balance, etc

5x5x5
Like to Have











Do not like to
have











5 Titles











DARE

D Score:

A Score:

R Score:

E Score:

Top
Transferable
Skills











People Describe
Me As











What Makes Me
Unique











Researching
Companies /
Industries











Clifton
Strengths
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Self-Assessment Summary Table – Example

Name ___________________________________

5x5x5

Like to Have

 Leadership – Seat at the
table
 Able to have influence
 Hands-off boss

 Lead a small team
 Oppty for remote
 60% familiar; 40% new

 Private
 Mission-driven if
possible
 Growing company /
industry

Expectation of frequent

Do not like to
evening/weekend work to
have stay on top of things

Clifton
Strengths

Micro-manager boss

Bureaucracy (slower
moving)
Non-profit
Business Operations
Manager
E Score = 12

 Value results,
productivity, etc.
 Value people (e.g., allow
professional
development)
 Socially responsible
High turnover

D Score = 17

A Score = 11

Customer Success
Manager
R Score = 10

Strategic thinker

Strong executor

Organization

Solid management skills

Energy & new ideas

Good team player, highly
collaborative

Empowers others

Drives progress

Sense of humor

Empathetic

Global experience

Fluent in Spanish & French

PMP certified

High Tech – minimum 100+
employees (not start-up)

Health/Wellness - private

Health Insurance

Strategic
Can see the big picture,
see the details, and create
the plan to get to the goal.

Input
Actively seek knowledge
from a wide range of
sources so can act as a
resource, generate new
ideas, and make informed
decisions.

Individualizer
I see the unique qualities
of each person; motivating
and maximizing their
talents is a joy.

Achiever
I bring energy and
enthusiasm to projects as I
strive to reach beyond set
goals.

5 Titles Program Manager
DARE
Top
Transferable
Skills
People
Describe Me
As
What Makes
Me Unique
Researching
Companies /
Industries

Sales

 Consultative decision
making
 Continuous
improvement

Learner
Thrive on opportunities to
feed my curiosity, grow my
knowledge, and reap
connections.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR SELF-ASSESSMENTS
Now that you’ve completed your self-assessments, you will want to spend time
understanding what they mean, and how to use what you’ve learned in your materials
and job search.
There are several “decoders” on our website to help with this process, however you
should NOT read them until after you’ve completed all your self-assessment homework or
your results could be skewed.
To find the decoders, from the JOB SEARCH PROCESS pull-down on the website, select
“Self-Assessments” and scroll down to this content:

REMINDER
Do not read the self-assessment “decoder” information until
AFTER you have completed your own self-assessments

Orientation Session 1 – Program Overview
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HOMEWORK: STORY TELLING WORKSHEET
(Available for download on website in WORD format: In the JOB SEARCH PROCESS pull-down tab, select the
“Getting Started” page and scroll down to the “Need to access the Orientation Materials”section. Or, use the
Search feature and search for “Story Telling Worksheet”.)

Use your personal and professional experience to flesh out some of your key accomplishments.
As you reflect on them, think especially about those things you’re proud of – what did you do
that made you feel like you’d made a difference?
•
•
•
•
•

Problem = Situation, plus What was the issue or opportunity? (aka “WHAT”)
What I Did = What I did to address problem/issue (aka “HOW”)
Results = What, specifically, was the result or impact? (aka “WOW”) Try to quantify.
Strengths/Skills Demonstrated = hard and soft skills
Company/Where this happened = List company name, volunteer org, etc

Complete at least 5 success stories prior to next week’s Orientation session. Ultimately you should
write 15-20 different “stories” to cover the many different types of questions you’ll be asked in an
interview. (Tip: Look for “Interview Questions” on the website for additional story ideas.”)

Problem/Situation &
Objective
What I Did (Actions)
Results / Wow!
Strengths / Skills
Demonstrated
Where this
happened
Problem/Situation &
Objective
What I Did (Actions)
Results / Wow!
Strengths / Skills
Demonstrated
Where this
happened
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Problem/Situation &
Objective
What I Did (Actions)
Results / Wow!
Strengths / Skills
Demonstrated
Where this
happened
Problem/Situation &
Objective
What I Did (Actions)
Results / Wow!
Strengths / Skills
Demonstrated
Where this
happened
Problem/Situation &
Objective
What I Did (Actions)
Results / Wow!
Strengths / Skills
Demonstrated
Where this
happened

Orientation Session 1 – Program Overview
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HANDOUTS FOR NEXT WEEK
Resume Example 1

PAT PAULY
One phone number • Email address • LinkedIn profile address (personalized)

CAREER PROFILE or VALUE PROFILE
Strategic leader with proven ability to improve quality and cost effectiveness of customerfocused global business operations. Keen ability to analyze existing strategies, plans, policies and
procedures and create and execute improved business methodologies. Skilled in managing
worldwide based teams, with a pragmatic result focus.
AREAS OF EXCELLENCE or CORE COMPETENCIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Leadership • Communications • Creatively results-focused
(could be reprioritized for specific job openings)
Explaining complex concepts simply
• Cross-cultural cross-functional leadership
Change management
• Sees forests and trees
Project management
• Problem solving
Customer service
• Team building
Business operations planning
• Globally focused
Quality control
• Personal responsibility

GALLUP CLIFTONSTRENGTHS PROFILE (neutral 3rd party assessment of you)
• Connectedness

• Strategic

• Learner

• Relator

• Individualization

PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(Can be customized per application based on most important job requirements)

Leadership
•
•

•

Guided a team of 200+ business operations employees (including 25 direct reports). Ensured optimal quality
control customer relationship management in a business-to-business environment.
Facilitated open feedback loops, led multi-location, multi-lingual teams located in Oregon, Washington, Texas,
Japan and China which resulted in global process standardization of the 29 key daily duties for 50 quality
management representatives.
Decisively led the 18-month strategic planning, business planning and implementation of a start-up organization,
growing the team from 5 associates in a limited operation to 100 associates in a 24/7 national operation.

Communications
•

•
•

Served as a cross-functional leader to manage the problem-solving issues surrounding slow turn-around
response to customer requests for technical product improvements. Reduced the average customer response
cycle time from 8 weeks to 2 weeks via active engagement of cross-functional front-line experts.
Tactically coordinated 13 consecutive quality management system conversions, which included training 600+
employees through the hands-on use of the new system.
Designed and implemented four consecutive new product introduction meetings for 1400 field sales
representatives. Met all vital requirements, content was meaningful, and product launches successful.

Creatively Results-Focused
•

•

Designed and implemented training programs to support 1400 field sales representatives while implementing
laptop usage and customer tracking software. This resulted in 15% productivity improvement for field sales
representatives and internal operations.
Addressed the strategic planning need to improve gross profit against a $5 billion sales base. The outcome was
an implementation of user-friendly tools that were embraced by both field sales and manufacturing operations.
Margin improvement of 150 basis points realized.
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PAT PAULY

Page 2

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
ALPHA INC., Portland, Oregon

2014 – present

A global manufacturer of consumer electronic products
Global Vice President, Client Quality Management Services
Accountable for product quality and client relationships in a $1 billion plus annual revenue manufacturing
environment. Staff of 75 including 5 Managers dispersed globally: California, Washington, Texas, Japan and China.

BETA, INC., Signal Hill, California

2004 – 2014

A Fortune 500 corporation providing office products and services on a global scale
National Director, Product Engineering Support
Strategically coordinated executive management initiatives such as technical customer support, sales force
training, product and process improvement, and gross profit enhancement. Developed and governed the support
tools that were utilized by a 1400 person field sales team to achieve an accumulated annualized sales goal of $5B.

GAMMA INC., Los Angeles, California

2002 - 2004

Start-up subsidiary acquired by Delta Inc.; Telecommunications services in upscale residential areas
Director of Quality Operations
Responsible for the 18 month planning and implementation of a start-up entity.

EPSILON INC., Los Angeles, California

2000 - 2002

Franchised consumer product sales
Quality Service Manager
Managed a staff of 6 supervisors who were accountable for 65 employees to serve 5000 franchise stores. The
span of control was an annual expense budget of $2 million while managing a 24/7 nation-wide operation.

EDUCATION
Master of Science in Quality Management (With Honors)
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (Magna Cum Laude)
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

CERTIFICATIONS
Certified Trainer, The Kepner-Tregoe Way (trains managers to rapidly and accurately resolve a wide range of
worldwide business issues).

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Society for Quality
Association of Change Management Professionals

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER
Medical Teams International – providing disaster-response medical and dental services globally.
Big Brothers Big Sisters Portland – helping young women and men find direction in life.
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Resume Example 2

Patricia Pauly
One phone contact number • email address • LinkedIn profile address

Profile: Financial and business operations leader strongly motivated to provide energy, guidance
and support to a creative growing organization. A collaborative, people manager offering
exceptional leadership and coaching to foster and expand results. Strategic team player who
welcomes diverse opportunities and challenges.
Excellence In (or Areas of Excellence)
•
•
•

•
•
•

Strategic planning
Business operations management
Lean manufacturing

Communications
Financial regulations
Global cultures

Change Management
• Drove strategic action placing a privately held retail company on sustained profitability track.
• Led process improvement teams achieving $2MM 25% bottom line improvement in 12 months.
• Restored working relationship between employees and an influential investment group.
Financial Leadership
• Managed financial operations resulting in strongest rate of profitability increase in industry.
• Obtained over $500 million of financing at favorable terms in a constrained economic environment.
• Led successful efforts with financial regulators to assure company viability under stress .
Continuous Improvement
• Initiated and managed several successful enterprise-system initiatives reducing costs by 25%.
• Improved internal and external reporting time by 30% and reduced audit costs by 25%.
• Managed successful process and procedure optimization projects.
Chief Operating Officer Acme, Inc., Austin, Texas
High-tech tablet global manufacturing company.

2004-2010

Chief Financial Officer, Able Corp, Sunnyvale, CA
Privately held global leader in the design, manufacturing and distribution of computer chips.

1994-2003

Prior to 1994: Increasingly responsible individual and management assignments with successful Silicon
Valley start-ups. Acquired experience in manufacturing, worldwide supply chain operations, logistics and
business operations environments as well as project management and interdisciplinary team leadership.

Education
MBA, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
Bachelor of Science, Computer Technology, University of California, Berkeley, CA

Certifications
Certified Public Accountant, Certified Six Sigma Black Belt Quality Management

Community Volunteer
Organizing committee, Race for the Cure, Portland, OR
Instructor, Lake Oswego Adult Community Center Computer Lab
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